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Music
department
hosts Hymn
Festival

CHA votes to
change public
housing policies
by Kendi Anderson

and philosophy to a group
of students who would not
have otherwise enrolled at
Covenant,” said Drexler.
The first cohort of students
in the BSECE began in January
2004. Students come to campus
once per week for a four-hour
class and finish their majors in
the two-year program. Primarily
composed of working adults,
and the majority of students
were mothers as well.
“We are the only program I
know of in the state of Georgia
that allowed teachers to do
what we were allowing them to
do,” said Professor Amy Bagby,

Chattanooga residents living in
Section 8 housing may experience changes resulting from two
votes made by the Chattanooga
Housing Authority (CHA) within
the last week.
Section 8 housing is a Housing Choice Voucher Program
provided through the U.S.
Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD)
who provides funding for CHA.
Section 8 housing helps the
very low-income, elderly, and
disabled individuals and families
by providing funds for all or a
portion of their rent, which is
paid directly to the landlords
through CHA.
Last week CHA unanimously
voted to change the policy
towards housing vouchers so
that family members and
siblings are now required to
share rooms regardless of age or
gender. In order to save money
and to serve more people the
board voted to change the
policy so that rooms are allocated for every two people.
Concern was voiced over this
decision as it will force teenage

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

by Ellen Davis
This upcoming Friday, Nov. 1,
the Covenant music department
will presett the annual Hymn
Festival, entitled “Singing of
Christ through the Centuries.”
Associate Professor of Music
Dr. Scott Finch is directing the
Festival, though all department
faculty and ensembles are
collaborating for the event.
Finch, a ’96 Covenant College
alumnus, is a new addition to
the music department this year,
and he is eager to bring a richer
understanding and deeper love
for music through this concert as
well as through various changes
in the department.
While at Covenant, Finch
studied under former music
director John Hamm, who began
the music department when the
school opened in 1964. Hamm
taught his students to view
music as a service to God and to
others, and to fully understand its
beauty. Finch hopes to recapture
that appetite for service through
various efforts in the department.
They will be bringing Madrigal
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Board decides to phase out BSECE
by B. Daniels & M.G. Stocker
The Covenant College Board of
Trustees recently voted to phase
out the Bachelor of Science
for Early Childhood Education
(BSECE) due to the decline in
enrollment. The program will no
longer be accepting applicants for
the upcoming summer cohort.
The BSECE is designed to
give area paraprofessionals an
opportunity to earn a bachelor’s
degree and attain a Georgia
teaching certificate while maintaining their current employment. When the recession hit
around 2008, the program saw
a huge decline in enrollment.

Meet the
Maclellan/
Rymer Hall
ARD
PAGE 2

“We hated to see it go, but
the market dictated it,” said
Professor Jim Drexler, education
department chair.
According to Vice President
of Academic Affairs Jeff Hall,
the program is being phased
out because a minimum of
eight students is necessary for
the program to continue and
there was no longer enough
of a demand for the program.
Hall believes factors such as the
nation’s economic downturn
and restructuring of local education are mainly to blame for the
decline in enrollment.
“We loved the opportunity
to take our education program
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Meet the Maclellan/Rymer Hall ARD: Sam Guthrie
by Lily Davis
After graduating from Gordon
College in May with a degree
in sociology and minors in
Biblical studies and communications, Sam Guthrie came to
Covenant as the new Assistant
Resident Director of Maclellan/Rymer Hall. The Bagpipe
recently interviewed him to
learn more about his interests
and experience at Covenant.
Where are you from?
I am from western Pennsylvania, right outside Pittsburgh.
That’s where I grew up.
Did you always know you
wanted to go into residence
life?
I didn’t major in sociology so
that I could specifically do res
life, but I really enjoy people.
I really enjoyed… working
with college students this
past summer at a camp, and I
kind of felt called to do that.
I think higher education is
super important, and I wanted
to be part of that. When I
graduated, I initially wanted
to be an admissions counselor

BSECE phased out
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

Director of the BSECE.
“The program enabled
several hundred people to
finish their degrees and earn
their certification. Some of
them have even won teacher of
the year awards. It filled a role

at Gordon, but the spot didn’t
open up so I applied a couple
of different places and this was
one of the places I applied to.

plans coming up, so I hope
people will come out for those
things. I’m thinking about
starting a small group, maybe
on Sunday nights, called Film
and Faith, where we’ll watch
movies and talk about them.
That was something I did at
Gordon and it was really well
received. One of my frustrations is that people just watch
movies and are then like, “Ok,
now what do we do?” and I’m
like, “Well you talk about it,
obviously.” Movies are works
of art. They’re entertaining,
but I think it does film justice
to be talked about afterwards.

ovations in chapel also never
happened while I was at
Gordon. A big difference is
geographic, too. Gordon is in
New England. People here are
just nicer.

What have you enjoyed
about Mac/Rymer so far?

Do you have any specific
new activities or events in
mind for this year?
I’m really excited for allbuilding prayer and praises.
We’re going over the senses
and learning what it means to
have all of our senses involved
in worship and use them
faithfully. How do we see well,
how do we hear well, in view
of the Kingdom? I’m excited
to see what that looks like.
We have a couple of different

What are some similarities
and differences between
Covenant and Gordon that
you’ve noticed so far?
Well, people here are kind of
crazy, but it’s a good crazy.
People are very very committed
to this school and have a lot
of school spirit. They get really
excited about certain things.
If Gordon had something
similar to Mountain Affair,
people would not line up four
hours beforehand. That would
never ever happen. Standing

What’s the weirdest thing
that’s happened to you at
Covenant so far?
Well… Sutherland is always
an experience. They’re very
boisterous and loud, but that’s
good. I’m glad I get to live
on Sutherland. They can get
pretty rowdy, but I’m glad
they’re having a good time.
Once 11 o’clock hits, I’m
done. I’ve got to get up in the
morning… But they just keep
on going.

and we loved those students
and that program, but it just
wasn’t sustainable financially,”
said Drexler.
The students currently
enrolled in the BSECE will be
able to finish their degree, and
the program will officially end in
December 2014.
Bagby said, “I think it is a really

great program that provided an
opportunity for people in the
area who don’t have any other
options because of their current
jobs. It filled a niche for those
people, and for that reason I am
sad to see it go.”
The primary purpose of the
Bachelor of Science degree at
Covenant is for adult degree

completion. Different from the
traditional Bachelor of Arts, it
lacks the rich liberal arts core but
is an excellent opportunity for
professionals with two years of
college credits to receive a Christcentered education that allows
them to continue working.
“I’m sad the program is not
continuing, but I do think it

served its purpose as long as
people were interested. It did a
nice job of delivering an adult
degree program,” said Hall.
“We loved the opportunity
to take our education program
and philosophy to a group
of students who would not
have otherwise enrolled at
Covenant,” said Drexler.

Where you ever an RA at
Gordon?
Nope. Residence life was a lot
different at Gordon. I never
had a desire to be an RA.
There were a bunch of other
different leadership positions.
What leadership positions
were you involved in?
I led some small groups at
Gordon and I worked with
intramurals and the campus
events council there.
What hobbies do you
enjoy?
My brother and I played a lot
of sports when we were little,
and up through middle school
and high school so I still enjoy
doing that. I like the outdoors
a lot, running the trails. I love
music, especially folk music,
so coming down South was
appealing for the music scene.

My job is to be with students
and I live with students, so I’ve
really enjoyed that. It’s a cool
opportunity. It’s fun because
its considered work, but it’s a
lot of fun, too. College is a
really important time to shape
ideas about what it means to
be a Christian, so I think it’s
really important to be influential in that.
What do you want to see
change in Mac this year?
I hope that this year in Mac
we’ll be able to ask hard questions and to broaden our views
of Christ’s Kingdom. I’m really
looking forward to doing that.

How have you felt about
moving to the South?
I love it down here. I love
the food, the music. At first,
I thought people were kind
of pulling my leg when they
were so nice to me in stores
and stuff. I just thought it was
weird, people asking how my
day was going, but I’ve gotten
used to it. It’s cool to see.

Faculty Quote of the Week
“Think of a walrus being beaten to death – that’s me when I sing.”
Prof. Corbett in Living & Working in a Multicultural Context
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The Verdict
Yes… to Toga.
No… to
Catacombs
putting their
sweaty sheets
right back on
their beds.
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Hymn Festival
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

Dinners back and reengaging
the idea of touring. Finch also
desires to collaborate with other
choirs from surrounding schools,
including elementary schools,
UTC, and Lee choirs.
“I believe our department
wants to focus on musicians
who are servants, not musicians
who are showcased,” said
Finch. “While there’s room for
showcasing sometimes, our main
objective is to serve the audience,
to bring joy to their souls. Now,
if we’re sloppy or unrehearsed,
we only become obstacles to
that process. My expectations
are high, but I want our music
students to be excited to be a
part of the department and to
want others to experience the joy
of making music together.”
This year’s Hymn Festival is
bringing all music ensembles
together, featuring Covenant
chorale, madrigals, orchestra,
brass, and consort, as well as
some audience participation.
The hymns move chronologically
through the history of the church.
Finch understands that many
people have experienced hymns in
incredibly boring ways, so he wants
to change that attitude through
this Festival. Raised by a PCA pastor

CHA public housing
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

children of opposite genders to
share bedrooms with each other
or other family members.
“It’s all financially driven at
this point,” said CHA’s Executive
Director Betsy McCright to
the Times Free Press. “Do we
philosophically agree with it?
Probably not.”
Many fear that this policy
will provide more opportunities
for abuse and further pain for
the teenagers that will now be
forced to sleep in what may be
uncomfortable situations. CHA
sees this option as the best
financial decision and in the best
interest of Section 8 housing
residents as a whole.
CHA is facing the largest

Christina Schuman

and a Baptist mother, Finch has a
deep conviction for the reformed
witness, but also a love for exuberance in worship of the Baptist
tradition. Finch hopes to meld
these two together in the upcoming Hymn Festival: a commitment
to reformed orthodoxy but also a
visible spirit of joy in making music.
“What’s really wonderful is
that our students believe in the
God who creates music, so that

changes how music works,” said
Finch. “We shouldn’t be doing it
because we have to or because
we’re getting a scholarship. We
should be doing music because
we want to be effective and
serve. Whenever God does something extraordinary in the Bible,
His people’s natural response is to
sing about it. There’s something
extraordinary about people making music together, and I want us

to experience that.”
The concert begins at 8 p.m.
on Friday in the Chapel and will
last just over an hour.
“Music can become our idol,
just like anything else,” said Finch.
“We like to worship music as
music itself, but God created music
to edify and bring people together,
to understand what it is to be
human. And that’s exactly what
our department seeks to do.”

funding cuts from HUD in its
38-year history. These cuts are
propelling the restructuring of
the housing vouchers and have
also caused CHA to decide that
if money runs out they will take
away housing vouchers from
those that have been in the
program the longest.
CHA says that those who
have been in the program
longer have had more time
to find alternative resources
and housing and can better
survive without the program. If
underfunding becomes a large
enough problem this policy will
come into play and these people
will have to seek alternative
sources to help supplement
their rent that is currently paid
by CHA or move out of their
current housing.

If this happens those who are
taken off the list will be the first
to receive vouchers again when
funding becomes available.
Many voucher recipients are
afraid of this happening and feel
unprepared for such changes
and their ability to pay rent
without the vouchers.
CHA has 3,500 people using
vouchers this year compared
to 1,250 in December of 2000,
the TFP reported. 14 people
are on staff for CHA and are
responsible for screening new
recipients, conducting all the
background checks and home
inspections. This number has
been reduced by four from last
year due to a lack of funding.
The cut in funding and the
looming expectation of more
to come has motivated CHA to

pass these new policies. CHA
has sold the former site of the
Harriet Tubman housing complex to Lakewood Realty Group
from Chicago after Mayor Andy
Berke took back the city’s offer
to buy the site.
Lakewood paid $2.8 million
for the site and plans to spend
$11 million on repairs before
reopening it and many in the
community and on city council
are concerned that this is
not enough money to do an
adequate job on repairs.
Lakewood plans to offer half
of the renovated units to Housing Choice Voucher recipients
and the offer half will be rented
at market-rate.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for News, please contact News editor Mary Grace Stocker at marygrace.stocker@covenant.edu.
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Device 6: Innovative storytelling
by Walter Somerville
As cool as it was when I first
saw a faux-physical page bend
and turn on an iPad, I couldn’t
help but be a bit disappointed.
For all the innovative possibilities
that a touchscreen posed, digital
reading seemed destined to be
print media’s more convenient
and less personal doppelgänger.
I had all but given up on
e-readers and digital literature,
until two Swedish game
developers, known together as
Simogo, released an iOS app
called Device 6, and renewed
my hope in the future of innovative storytelling.
Explained simply, Device

6 is an interactive story that
involves both written text and
interactive puzzles. The story
follows the protagonist, Anna,
as she searches for answers
in a mysterious facility. It is all
told through text, and the writing is universally fantastic. That
is not to say that it doesn’t
provide an arresting sensory
experience, text is constantly
arranged and oriented in a way
that reflects what is happening
in the story (requiring you to
physically turn and manipulate
your iPhone or iPad), and
atmospheric sounds and a
James-bond-esque score give
Device 6 an astounding sense
of place and immersion. The

limited visuals allow each
element of the sparse layout to
have an impact on the experience without drowning each
other out. Everything is intentional. Subtle lines direct your
eyes and let you know when
you should be turning your
device this way or that. The
only full screen art appears at
the beginning of each chapter,
and each piece absolutely nails
the James Bond meets David
Lynch vibe of the narrative.
The few images that accent
the text provide windows to a
grainy world that seems just
a bit off. Images scroll with
the text to reveal more of the
scenes they depict, which gives

a surprising sense of discovery.
Even the text itself is altered
visually to enhance the story,
most notably, occasional gray
text will appear next to the
black text of the body, giving
a glimpse into Anna’s internal
thoughts.
Device 6 is one of those
experiences that takes something familiar and makes it
entirely new and exciting. It
is difficult to call it a game,
though it involves puzzles and
player interaction, and while it
is a written story, it is like no
book you have ever read. What
I can say, however, is that it is,
without a doubt, one of the
most original and invigorating

Was it the Depression which
drove you, like it had so many
others, to a life of compromise?
And were you simply more
capable of undermining the
system than most?
Did you honestly believe that no
economy of men would dictate
how you would live?
How did you ever think you
could live so high in such a poor,
pitiful world?

grew in spite of your father’s
feeble effort to steer your fate
toward something better, and in
the country you would mature
and grow in trouble.
For trouble was more than
wrong to you, yes, it was your
home, where you made residence on life’s stormy seas, but
no ship can sail forever.

Mzstatic.com

pieces of entertainment I have
witnessed in years. Rather
than risk spoiling it with more
description of its successes, just
take my advice and get this as
soon as you can.

The Outlaw
by Andrew Christenberry
I spent this past summer
working as an intern at the
Harrison Center for the Arts in
Indianapolis, IN. One of my main
projects at the Harrison Center
consisted of creatively writing
about notable Indianapolis
figures from the past and
present. One figure I chose to
write about was the notorious
American bank robber, John
Dillinger. With the help of two
other interns, we recorded these
works over music we had also
written. It was both a challenge
and a privilege to learn about
such a colorful city through the
stories of such colorful historical
figures. I hope you all enjoy, and
if you wish to hear more of our
work, you can it find under the
Neighborhood Ballad Project tab
at https://www.facebook.com/
citygalleryindy.
Now hold your breath and listen
close
To all I have to tell
Of a man named Dillinger
An outlaw without a cell

June 22, 1903 carried with it the
birth of a legend, and in Oak Hill
he took his first breath.
Born to a grocer and his wife,
this boy’s life was not so different from many of ours until his
beloved mother Mollie died…
and in crept bitterness and oh
how it would grow before the
end.
Spare the rod and spoil the child
His father always said
Until he grew to be reviled
His rebel son misled
Misled does not have the
strength to describe the man
this boy would grow up to be.
Nor can my voice offer you any
solace for such a tale as this.
Without meaning, and left to
die
When the economy fell
A man will rage, his head held
high
His story I now shall tell
“What went wrong?”
Oh what a question…a question
I know your father pondered
until the day he died.

So. Many. Questions.
It seems you were always a
delinquent, from the moment
your legs could carry you, till the
moment you were acquainted
with hot lead on that sweltering summer night on Lincoln
Avenue.
Your life was a perfect storm,
or at least that is how we see it
presently.
Here in Indianapolis
Your father feared the worst
To Mooresville he took you with
haste
May trouble be reversed
But it was not reversed. Trouble

It started small, as most things
do
With harmless thievery
Until no fix would hold your fill
Cue city scenery
With the help of other men
you were steadily molded into
a criminal, or a vigilante as I’m
sure you would prefer. The
Great Depression made life
difficult and estranged you from
morality, but not entirely. For
you would steal no money from
a working man, nor would you
let those two-dozen banks keep
what was not theirs. Your taste
was for the gold of bureaucrats.
The thieves of the poor. Oh the
irony of life. The cold, dense
irony, and behind steel bars,
your reward for honesty, you

would grow cold as well.
You would run and leap and
laugh, all the while losing feeling. Not even a woman would
get your heart beating again.
“Let go the of the past!” those
who loved you would beg,
“The future is not so bleak…”
But you were too far gone
and I think you knew it. A lost
cause…
For I know that when men
are deprived of meaningful
work, they lose their reason for
existence!
I know that to live without hope
is to cease living altogether! I
know…
I indeed know without a doubt
My heart is much the same
As the heart beating in John’s
chest
The day his life was claimed
It would not take much to fill his
evil’s shoes. We all have what it
takes. A bullet will stop us in our
tracks, but the evil will remain.
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Air to Surface: A review of the Kresge
Art Gallery’s current exhibition
by Liz Simakoff
For many people, walking into
the Kresge Art Gallery this
month will be a confusing and
an uncomfortable experience.
Even those who have studied
art for many years may still find
Mark Bradley-Shoup’s abstract
painting difficult to enjoy.
However while there is much
to find strange, it also might be
said that the pieces themselves
contain elements which are
familiar to Covenant students:
polaroids, geometric shapes,
vintage maps. With these elements, Bradley-Shoup illustrates
themes of consumption and
recession, making his work all
the more pertinent in a uniquely
Evangelical-American context.
Mark Bradley-Shoup is an
art professor at University of
Tennessee Chattanooga, but
his abstraction pieces on the
second floor of the library are
a departure from his typical
work. Primarily, Bradley-Shoup
identifies as a representational
painter. He finds “awkward
architecture” fascinating and his
art tends to focus on isolating
elements which he sees as
“icons of human consumption.”
He is an observer of culture and
his art often attempts to take
what we, as post-millennial
Americans, have been trained to
ignore–dumpsters, porta-potties,
electrical wires–and turn them
into something beautiful. Air to
Surface deals with the concepts
of expansion and contraction, of
consumption and growth. Most
would agree that consumption
is a defining element for our
generation. Bradley-Shoup
points out that even the colors
we gravitate to are dictated by
the market through branding
and store chains. Bradley-Shoup
has let these consumeristic

Christina Schuman

colors inform his palette. While
this seems to be a choice meant
to disillusion us, it also allows his
paintings a strangely attractive
quality while simultaneously
making them as mundane as
the average Pinterest page.
The pieces themselves are
small and intimate, only one
person can view them at a time.
On the south wall, ten paintings
situate themselves in groups
which sit evenly at eye-level.
Each work is small, no larger
than the breadth of my hand.
Most have been constructed on
panels covered in vintage maps
barely visible underneath layers
of oil. The works have been constructed on wooden platforms
that come out several inches
from the wall, allowing the
viewer to get sufficiently close
to each image and examine the
depth of the medium. Hook
Line, third in from the left, seems
to be just a part of a full image.
The panel is chopped into firm,
geometric sections. The image
has been constructed in layers,
with each additional layer of

paint creating a new divide. At
times, the new layer is combined
with the color that came before,
but most often it is completely
engulfed in a new layer of paint,
leaving only a raised outline of
what came before. The image
the viewer is left with is a form
that resembles something close
to a paper crane divided into
loose sections. These overlapping shapes may at first appear
to be chaotic, but as the viewer
begins to engage the image
it betrays a highly methodical
process. Each line has been
painstakingly applied in a series
with paint and tape. This process
makes it so that time between
layers had to be significant and
therefore the image is given a
sense of intentionality, these are
not images that render from
nature as it is in a loose manner,
but rather paintings that reflect
the artist’s inner-monologue
and his unique perspective on
what he sees both physically and
ideologically.
This methodicalness is also
seen in Bradley-Shoup’s oil on

polaroids. The polaroid is an
object most Covenant students
are familiar with as the Instagram
of a former generation, but here
Bradley-Shoup is using these
objects to alert the viewer to the
connection between form and
realism. The two-dimensional
quality of the paint is made
strange by the sense of space
in the simple photographs. In
Eclipse, third in from the right,
the kelly green paint has been
carefully applied in a perfect
circular outline, filled in partially
with light blue paint and the
other half left untouched. The
remaining bit of polaroid reveals
a sky in transition behind an
electrical pole. The viewer is left
with a contrast between the flat,
light blue paint and the photograph itself, seamlessly merging
the viewer’s current place in time
with the untarnished polaroid
and the place in the past it represents. As the colors overwhelm
the polaroid, the viewer is forced
to visually reconcile his time
with a previous time, and watch
these familiar representations of

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Arts, please contact Arts editor Hannah Lutz at hannah.irwin@covenant.edu.

natural elements overwhelm the
true naturalism of the photograph. This contrast between
the real and the fake, the literal
and representational pushes the
viewer to acknowledge his own
time, and the intimacy of these
small polaroids allows him the
freedom to explore his place in it.
Bradley-Shoup’s abstract pieces
are a part of his larger process
and body of artwork that seeks
to understand a consumeristic
culture. He is not using his
abstractionism to critique or
condone modern society, but by
making the forgotten strange,
he allows the viewer to see from
a new perspective and formulate
an individualized response.
Bradley-Shoup says, “all living
organisms have to grow and
disappear.” Air to Surface is
Bradley-Shoup’s response and
process of reconciliation with the
abstract reality of the American
experience and serves as an
invitation for Covenant students
join him in this process. The
exhibit runs until Nov. 23 and
should not be missed.
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Response to “Rethink your ink”
by Elena Foreman
Recently, Americans have
grown excited about tattoos,
and people think it’s cool to
get them. Even some Christian
students at Covenant College
have tattoos, as evidenced by
the recent article in The Bagpipe, “Rethink your ink.” But
God’s people should not tattoo
themselves, because tattoos do
not inherently honor God and
have negative connotations in
the Bible that it’s hard for even
well-meaning Christians to
bypass.
While nothing in the article
“Rethink your ink” dishonors
God, the content does not honor
Him either due to how they can
be self-centered rather than
God-glorifying. Consider the
following sentence: “Tattoos...
can be a beautiful testament
of who you are and what you

believe” (emphasis added).
The article emphasizes the
person -- her beliefs, her life, her
personal testimony. While there
is nothing wrong with that (in
this context, at least), there is
nothing God-honoring about
it, either. The person’s thoughts
may be glorifying Him, but simply
stamping the skin represents only
her belief in Him. Because this
does not explicitly honor Him,
it is unsuitable for Christians. I
Corinthians 6:19 says, “Ye are
not your own... ye are bought
with a price: therefore glorify God
in your body... which [is] God’s.”
Because God claims us, we
should actively glorify Him with
our bodies, rather than stamping
our skin with statements that are
only personally meaningful.
Another reason that Christians
should keep from tattooing
themselves are the negative
connotations that inevitably come

with tattoos. When the Lord
gave the Israelites His law, He
recommended ways of commemorating it physically and He
omitted tattoos—even forbade
them. Stressing the importance of
His injunctions in Deuteronomy
6:6-9, He declares, “And these
words... bind [not write] them
for a sign upon thine hand,
and they shall be as frontlets
between thine eyes. And thou
shalt write them upon the posts
of thy house, and on thy gates.”
He also ordered them, “Ye shall
not make any cuttings in your
flesh for the dead, nor print any
marks upon you: I am the Lord”
(Lev. 19:28). Even though this
verse is highly specific to a pagan
practice and intention, it reveals
that tattoos can be used in wrong
ways. Believers were told to take
no part in such a thing, to print
no marks on themselves—not
even the law, which should be

Swishost.org

the prime candidate for a tattoo,
according to “Rethink your ink.”
Aren’t this striking omission and
this command signs that the
Lord does not want His people
tattooed?
While the Bible does not
explicitly address modern tattoos,
it still implies heavily that they

are unacceptable for both Jews
and Christians. Unless tattoos can
in and of themselves honor the
Lord, people should not obtain
them, because it is hard to bypass
the negative associations with
them. And how can mere ink
inherently honor Christ, when it
focuses so on self?

In Christ, enjoy good things
by Jonathan Moore
Light poured sheet-like down
the wall of bulbs backing the
frenzied instrumental section
of “Dust Bowl Dance” as
Mumford and Sons gigged
under the stars in Centennial
Olympic Park, Atlanta. Coldplay
supplied the audience with
bracelets geared to flash in
sync with the music, filling the
Time Warner Cable Arena with
Yuletide-esque lights. And our
own Mountain Affair fills the
Chapel with colors and sounds,
an experience for which we are
willing to wait hours in line.
What these all have in common
is this: the lights, the noises of
the crowd, the beat we can feel
in our chests, and the beauty of
harmonies that hit us in more
than physical and sensory ways.
We go to concerts and the

like (sporting events, movies,
plays,…church) to be filled up
with something big.
The Christian and unbeliever
alike seek the experience of “big
things” involving bright lights
and big sound. This is why we
like superhero movies, Forbes.
com, and museums. We’re
obsessed with demigod-like Iron
Mans, billionaires, and artists,
and I think this points to our
desire to experience greatness.
By seeking greatness and glory, I
do not mean necessarily craving
attention in the poisonous,
self-glorifying way we think
so wrong and unattractive. I
do mean associating ourselves
with great things that transcend
where we are. We’ve all heard it,
but it’s true; we want to be part
of things bigger than ourselves.
Consciously or not, we feel our
finitude keenly.

This is the reason Miley “can’t
stop.” Whether or not she is
aware of it, Miley has described,
in an admittedly crass way, what
C.S. Lewis would call “the truest
index of our real situation.” In
The Weight of Glory, Lewis
describes “our lifelong nostalgia,
our longing to be reunited with
something in the universe from
which we now feel cut off, to be
on the inside of some door we
which we have always seen from
the outside,” and claims that
this longing exhibits most clearly
the true state of humanity. We
all, like Miley, “can’t stop.” We
simply manifest our relentless
pursuit of fulfillment in different
ways.
This “relentless pursuit” in
which we are all engaged has
never been a bad thing. On the
contrary, we were made to seek
great things. The real problem

with concerts, songs, parties,
games, events, semesters,
and college careers is not a
moral one; it is that they end.
Though we try, we cannot put
the full weight of our “lifelong
nostalgia” on any of the things
we enjoy, because they are too
fragile. The missing piece to our
enjoyment of them is stability.
Christ, however, is the missing
piece. He is eternal and he gives
the finite meaning. The good
things of a concert have been
fulfilled in Christ, and among the
obviously numerous implications
this has for life and thought is
the direct effect Christ’s work
has on the way Christians can do
things like concerts.
Infinitely stable in Christ,
we are now free and secure
enough to enjoy beautiful things
anywhere. We can take in all the
glory of a well-done rap, a grand

slam, or a Fourth of July firework
display, because we don’t have
to; we are not depending on
them. Whether we want to or
not, we were made to search for
grandness and beauty. Without
Jesus, we look to find the fulfillment of our “lifelong nostalgia”
somewhere. However, we look
without result, because it cannot
be found outside of Christ.
Within Jesus, our deepest need
has been met and concerts can
be really enjoyed for what they
are, which is not the ultimate
renewal of our souls.
Christians have more reason
than any to enjoy good things.
So next time you go to a concert,
think of the eternal Jesus
who gave himself for you and
unabashedly revel in “all of the
lights, all of the lights.”
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Hello from Pillow Presbyterian
by Lynae Rockwell
I didn’t go to church this
morning. I woke up, made a cup
of tea, did a quick devotional
and drowned myself in Netflix.
My excuse for not attending
church? I was tired. I needed the
rest. My body and mind were
fatigued. I figured God would
understand if I skipped church
this morning. After all, Sunday
is supposed to be a day of rest,
right? Right… but also wrong.
God gave us a day to set apart
for Him. We have this seventh day
to rest and to focus on God for an
entire day. This is supposed to be a
delight. I personally have struggled
with this whole “day of rest”
thing. Sure, I’ve set Sundays apart
from all the other days because on

Sundays I try not to do homework
and I attempt to get to church.
Still, I have not fully grasped what
it means to use Sundays as a day
of rest. Since Covenant is all about
distinguishing between words
with capital letters and words
with lower-case letters (big ‘C’
Calling and little ‘c’ calling), I’ll do
the same in this article. I believe
there is a difference between
what I tend to do on Sundays - to
rest- and what God calls us to
do on the seventh day - to Rest.
My definition of setting Sunday
apart as a day of rest (lower case
‘r’ here) has been to go to church
and then spend the rest of the
day goofing off (usually with my
trusty friend Netflix). My days of
“rest” are only classified as such
because I put more focus on my

down-time than on my studies.
Only a small portion of my day
is spent focusing on my Creator.
I believe that Rest, as it is talked
about in Scripture, is actually
much different than the type of
resting that I do every Sunday.
For one thing, Rest involves
focusing on God (and only God)
for an entire day. We’ve been given
this gift - a seventh day - in order to
spend a whole day simply delighting in the One who created us.
But, because of my sinful nature,
it’s not easy for me to simply Rest
every Sunday. I don’t feel satisfied
spending a whole day dedicated
to talking to and learning more
about my Heavenly Father. I always
have to fill my time with pleasing
distractions that I choose to call rest.
Going to church on Sunday may

not always seem restful (especially
when you go to an early service)
but it is certainly Restful. The communities we find in our churches
push us to spend our time doing
what God wants us to do on His
day. We are able to lift our hands
in worship alongside our brothers
and sisters in Christ. And our Rest
should not end when we return
from church, but rather it should
continue. God should be at the very
center of our day—a day when we
do not have work to pull our hearts
and minds in another direction.
I believe I made an error in
judgement this morning when
I made the decision to attend
“Pillow Presbyterian” in lieu
of attending church. I rushed
through the Resting part of my
day and then spent the rest of the
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day resting—entirely comfortable
pushing God to the back of
my mind and bringing my own
wants and needs to the front of
it. Without the community that
church offers I was not pushed
to Rest. It was easy for me to roll
out of bed, spend five minutes in
the Word and then head straight
to New Girl. I want to challenge
myself and my readers to Rest on
Sundays. Instead of finding rest in
bed and on our laptops I want to
challenge you and me to find Rest
in the peace only God can give.
Even the most pleasurable things
can be distractions from the One
who you and I are really called
to worship for a whole day every
weekend. Let’s distract ourselves
with God this Sunday, shall we?

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Opinions, please contact Opinions editor Emmett Gienapp at emmett.gienapp@covenant.edu.
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The best of Covenant athletes: A student’s perspective
by Chris Rollins
With the help of a few fellow
athletes, I came up with some
potential awards for Covenant
athletes. Here, I’ve listed the
categories, who I think should
be nominated for these awards
and who I think should come
out on top as the winners.
Best Hair
Nominees: Matt Hudnut - Garrison Dale - AJ Lowe.
Winner goes to Garrison Dale his long golden locks edge out
teammates Hudnut and Lowe.
Best Beard
Nominees: Matt Hudnut
- Andrew Beck - Aaron Cooperman – Hunter Harrison
Winner goes to Matt Hudnut
whose beard is legendary on
campus. Apologies to Beck
whose red beard is fantastic.

Biggest Flopper
Nominees: Gordon Carpenter.
Winner goes to Gordon Carpenter who is polishing up on
his acting skills while he plays
soccer. He would make 2013
graduate Chris Pifer proud of
his time spent sprawled on the
grass.
Most Jacked
Nominees: Paul Phillips - Alhanion Miller - Braeden Lane
- Teron Ferguson - Kyle Curran
- Colton McGriff – Dan Thomas.
Winner goes to Kyle Curran and
Al Miller are close but it’s hard
to beat out a Greek god, which
is why Kyle gets the nod for
most jacked, surviving an upset
attempt by Alhanion Miller.
Best Male Athlete
Nominees: Micah Mabe - Snoop
Davidson- Colton Mcgriff Harrison Hunter - James Van

Nice - Joel Friesen - Scott
Gillespie - Stephen Dillon - David
Lockwood
Winner goes to Snoop Davidson
who has led the Scots soccer
team. Apologies to Gillespie
who batted .359 in the spring of
2013, and to Van Nice who shot
a 72 in his final round in the
Maryville college invitational.
Best Female Athlete
Nominees: Chelsea VanDyk Beth Burgess - Hannah Bales
Winner goes to Beth Burgess
who has dominated for the
cross country team. She has
received 3 female player of
the week honors. Apologies
to Hannah Bales who has not
given up a score in 333 straight
minutes of play.
Coach with the Most Swag
Nominee: John Hirte
Winner goes to John Hirte

because anyone with a last
name like that better have swag.
Coolest name
Nominees: Alhanion Miller
-Julien Amorelli - Ryan Larrazabal - Cooper McCutchen
- Gabe Tchividjian - Jay Pannkuk
- Spooky Eaves - Shanae Vander
Ploeg
Winner goes to Cooper
McCutchen for multiple reasons.
A) I can’t even pronounce most
of those other names. B) The
name flows of the tongue
smoothly and has the ring of a
superstar.
Most Likely to Be in an Old
Spice Commercial
Nominees: AJ Lowe - Kyle Curran - Aaron Cooperman - Matt
Hudnut - Hudson Brock - Teron
Ferguson.
Winner goes to AJ Lowe
because he is basically the

doppelganger of the current
Old Spice actor. Apologies
to Cooperman who has the
features and perfect voice for
the part.
Next Gerber Baby
Nominees: Ben Bordy - Spencer
Smith - Ian Johnson - Jay
Pannkuk
Winner goes to Ben Bordy
because we all love him.
Most Likely to Go Bald by 30
Nominees: Ian Meredith - Forrest
Hunter - the entire men’s cross
country team - Garrett Kriston
Winner goes to Forrest Hunter.
Get ready for some bald jokes
by the time you’re 30, Forrest.
Also you might want to add
Rogaine to your shopping list.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Sports, please contact Sports editor Grace Hooper at grace.hooper@covenant.edu.

